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DOUBLE-FEATURE
MODULAR ENTRY SYSTEMS
The Imperial Pools® NexusTM Double-Feature is a polymer panel modular pool entry system. The 
system consists of approximately 31 individual polymer components. These components allow  
installers to configure thousands of stair, sundeck, and bench side-by-side options.

This catalog is just a sampling of what you can do by simply swapping out a few panels here  
or there. Turn a standard stair into a stair with a sundeck. Then add a bench... or two! Add a 
bench to a corner stair. Better yet, add a bench between two corner stairs. The possibilities  
are endless.

The best part of the NexusTM Double-Feature Modular Entry System is that ALL COMPONENTS 
ARE IN STOCK! No longer are any of these configurations considered special features. They are 
in stock and ready to ship.

a Approximately 31 SKUs
a Create thousands of options
a All SKUs in stock
a To see our most popular designs, visit www.imperialpoolsb2b.com
a For custom drawing requests, email design@imperialpools.com
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variable stair

variable stair with top tread sundeck

variable stair with second tread sundeck

a Available in 2’ increments from 8’ to 20’
a Simply insert stock panels to achieve desired sundeck sizes
a Standard tread: 14.5” depth
a Available in 90°, 6” radius and 2’ radius corners
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6” radius version shown

Available in 90° or 6” radius only

6” radius version shown



18’ double-feature with 8’ stair and 10’ x 6’ sundeck 

18’ double-feature with 8’ stair and 10’ x 8’ sundeck
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a Predesigned in 16’, 18’ and 20’ widths
a Sundeck standard widths: 8’ and 10’
a Sundeck standard depths: 6’ and 8’
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6” radius version shown

6” radius version shown



18’ double-feature with 10’ stair and 8’ x 6’ sundeck

18’ double-feature with 10’ stair and 8’ x 8’ sundeck
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6” radius version shown

6” radius version shown



double-feature variable bench with stair

a Standard 6’ and 8’ bench with 18” depth
a Straight and corner stair transition panels
a Full-end stair options
a Uses standard pool perimeter panels
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bench options

double-feature variable sundeck with stair
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The Nexus Modular Entry System of Imperial Pools, Inc. 
features seven U.S. Patent Nos. 8,950,155, 9,080,338, 
9,404,274, 9,869,102, 10,428,538, 10,731,363, and 11,149,449.
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